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THE ART AND
SCIENCE OF SERVICE

This is the way it’s
supposed to be. All these
new friends making this
stay just perfect. From
delivering the newspaper
ﬁrst thing to that luscious
late-night room service
dinner. The kids loved
the babysitter. And those
terriﬁc tickets from the
concierge! Frommer’s was
right: Absolutely beautiful.

Victorian England could be considered the ﬁrst service-based
economy. The emerging middle class engaged as many servants
as possible to display their newfound status and prosperity. And
poorer families sacriﬁced living standards just to employ one.

BOARDWALK
SPORTS BAR:
TAP INTO THE
EXCITEMENT

Something special is on
brew for you.
Stroll our boardwalk of
earthly delights and stop
in.
Stimulating relaxation.
Before. After. During.
Because there’s always a
game. And a winning place
for you.
History’s ﬁrst beer may have been a happy, prehistoric accident.
It is thought that stored barley seeds may have sprouted after
becoming moist, and then exposed to airborne yeast. The sweet
sprouts would ferment and produce beer. Mankind, though, would
have to wait thousands and thousands of years for the ﬁrst nachos.

BE ONE WITH
THE MIST

‘Neath that awe-inspiring
atrium media wall, enter
the sea of tranquility.
Handcrafted sushi,
cocktails and sociability.
The Place. To be.
And be seen.

Sushi is one of the world’s ﬁrst “fast foods.” In the 1820’s, Hanaya Yohei
created recipes similar to what we are served today, prepared and
served from his sushi stall in the busy streets of Edo (Tokyo).

STARBUCKS
AHOY!

Because coffee
(and tea) matters: Your
favorite brew is always
close to you.
What a great way to start
the day. And get through
it. A Starbucks to go
anywhere, or to stay—to
meet, to work, to read, or
just to watch the world
go by.
Two teachers and a writer founded Starbucks in 1971. The ﬁrst
shop, in Seattle, was opened on an investment of less than $10,000.
In November 2006, Fortune Magazine reported that the estimated
value of the company was $27 Billion. Coffee, anyone?

SWIM RIGHT UP

What’s an Olympic size
pool without an oasis?
Quench any size hunger or
thirst at The Palms Grille
and Pool Bar. Cool off with
a sensational smoothie.
Relax with a tropical treat.
And refuel with a luscious
light lunch.

Modern Olympic swimming events began with underwater and
obstacle races in 1900. The most unusual event was a “plunge for
distance” in 1908. Competitors took a standing dive and tried to
remain motionless for 60 seconds, or until their heads broke the
surface…or until someone had to rescue them.

THE RENAISSANCE
OF FUN

It’s a year-‘round
playground. The kids lived
at the pool, the basketball
court, and the game room
of course. Everyone got
pumped for tennis and
sand volleyball. Golf at
Grande Pines was grand.
And there’s so much more
nearby: Miniature golf,
ﬁshing, jogging, boating,
snorkeling, horseback
riding…If only there were
more hours in the day.

The Orlando area features close to 200 golf courses. More
professional tournaments take place in Florida than in any other
state in the nation, and we’re the only state with it’s own PGA Tour
schedule. No wonder Tiger Woods calls us home!

MAKE YOURSELF
AT HOME OFFICE

When work and play mix,
comfortably conduct
business as usual in the
Business Center. Facilities
and services to facilitate.
Empower. Get it done.
The setting—and all the
tools—for success.

It seems like sometime in the near future, hardly anyone will go
to work. Current estimates are that over 50 million Americans
telecommute or work full-time from home. And that’s growing as
you read this.
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